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MSc Project

Topic: Querying Now-Relative Databases With Generally Valid Results

Temporal databases allow keeping track of time-varying data. Valid time databases allow sto-

ring the information when a tuple is valid in the real world. The valid time interval can either be

in the past, present, or future.

Now is a constant whose value evolves over time. When used as the lower or upper bound of

a tuple's valid time it allows modeling that a tuple's valid time changes over time rather than

being bounded by two fixed values. The interpretation of Now as the upper bound is that a

tuple's valid time is open-ended. There exists several real-world applications which require

Now lor properly modeling valid times. One application deals with employment contracts: a
permanent employment requires an open-ended valid time and thus Nor,v as the upper bound.

The following table contains the employment contracts of five employees with their name, pay

grade, and when they were employees.
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Applying a query to such a now-relative relation can either result in a point-in-time result or a
generally valid one. A point-in-time result is only valid at specific point in time. Thus, whenever
the same query is stated at another points in time, the result has to be re-calculated. ln con-
trast, a generally valid result is valid at every point in time and therefore does not suffer from
the drawback of a point-in-time result. The following table contains the generally valid result of
the query What is the average pay grade of the employees? applied to relation r.

"r9T,
(r.)

PT'
4 120t0,201.2)

3 [2013,minv(20].6,(201altüotr)))
3 fminv(2016,(20141¡/ow)),20t6)
3 [2016, minv(2017, (2016ltroø)))

4.67 12017, minv (2019, (20171tüo,r.u) ))
5.5 lminv(20t8, (20171Noø)),2018)

5 [minv(2019,(20181¡úow)),2019)
4.5 [2019,(20191,n/otu))

The goal of this Master's project is to provide the funct¡onality of querying now-relative databa-
ses with generally valid query results in PostgreSQL.

Tasks

1. Get familiar with the concept oÍ Now in temporal databases [2]: how is Nor¡z defined, in
which application scenarios is Nor,v a required concept and why, and how does Nour af-
fect the query processing.

2. Get familiar with temporal alignment [3]: how are the temporal primitives defined and
what do they intuitively mean. lntegrated temporal alignment into the PostgreSQl 9.4
kernel (affected parts: grammar, parser, analyzer, optimizer, and executor) by porting the
existing implementation [1] to PostgreSQl 9.4.

3. lntegrate Now into the PostgresQL kernel, supporting the time domain CIv : .l.u{(¿l N*),
minv(ú', (tllfotr))) with (úllüotr) : maxv (t¡tcurr) .

4. Adapt the kernel parts parser and executor, resulting in a now-relative temporal align-
ment.

o Range Functions: implement generally valid minimum, maximum, intersection, dif-
ference, and equals functions. Determine whether additional range functions have
to be adapted and implement these adaptations.

o Executor: Design and implement the algorithms for the temporal alignment and
temporal normalization operator based on the generally valid range functions.

o Parser: Adapt the construction of the parse tree, so that the resulting parse tree
provides the information required/expected in the executor.
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5. Evaluate the implementation with a set of reference queries that are performed on the

constructed now-relative database.

6. Technical report (20 pages).
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